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(Use of Scien fic Calculator and Sta s cal tables are permi ed)
PART A

Each ques on carries 1 mark.  Maximum marks from this part is 10

1. What is Cauchy-Schwartz inequality?
2. What is the distribu on of  ra o of two independent random variables  following Gamma

distribu on?
3. If V(X) =1 then find V (2X + 3)
4. What do you mean by convergence in probability?
5. If X is a random variable with E(X) =3, V(x) =2, then find k if P[[|X-3|<2] ≥ k
6. If X is a Bernoulli random variable then find the distribu on of X2?
7. Define lack of memory property of exponen al distribu on?
8. Let X and Y be two independent chisquare variates with degrees of freedom 2 and 3

respec vely.  Find the distribu on of 3X/2Y
9. What is the square of a random variable  following t distribu on with n degrees of

freedom?
10. If X and Y are two independent random variables with standard devia ons 3 and 2

respec vely, find the variance of 2X-3Y
11. If X1, X2, X3, . . . X16 is a random sample from  N(20,8), then  find the standard error of the

sample mean ?
12. For a Binomial distribution the mean is 6 and standard deviation is √2. Write the distribution

function.

PART B
Each ques on carries 3 marks. Maximum marks from this part is 15

13. The mean and variance of a binomial variate X with parameter n and p are 16 and 8.  Find
(1) P(x=0)  (2)  P(X=1)  (3) P(X≥2)

14. Define characteris c func on? Give its proper es?
15. Find the mean of gamma distribu on with parameter ‘p’.
16. Find the quar les of a normal random variable with mean 25 and s.d. 2 ?
17. Define mathema cal expecta on? Derive mul plica on theorem on expecta on?
18. Define chi-square sta s c? Write the p.d.f. of chi-square distribu on?
19. Use Bernoulli’s theorem to find the least number of tosses of a fair coin required in order

that the probability will be at least 0.95 that the frequency ra o of the number of heads
will lie between 0.35 and 0.65.
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State and prove Lindberg -Levy form of Central limit theorem?


